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The current pillars of Ryley’s economic survival are Claystone, Clean Harbours, CN Rail,
Highway 44 Water Commision, and Nutrien. A group of small businesses are maintaining
their success along the main street and there are some reliable service providers such as a
renovation company, plumbers and various service oriented trades.

Having a school in Ryley supports the family atmosphere of this quaint village. There is a
disproportionate amount of amenities given the population size such as a pool, library
and very large ball diamond area. The reliance of the village on the taxes of a few
municipally controlled corporations puts the village at risk of over leveraging itself into
amenities that need to be maintained should one of the corporations cease, or relocate
operations.

A large risk to the Village of Ryley’s economic development is negative sentiment in the
community through social media. Social media and grass roots campaigns to disrupt,
antagonize village operations, and council demonstrate to prospective businesses what
they can expect should they decide to locate in Ryley. Negative local social media
attention can spiral into international negativity that can hurt business brands as well as
their national / international reputation.

The previous economic development mission statement is unknown.

Undeveloped land which is owned and controlled by the Village is an opportunity for
businesses. Existing businesses may be able to benefit from prospective companies where
natural alliances exist. It is expected that future governments will be encouraging green,
tech, and supplementary industries to oil and gas.

The Village intends to find the natural alliances between existing businesses and
prospective businesses. We will align with current government initiatives and find business
partners that enhance life in Ryley.

Given the proximity to Edmonton, Camrose, and other communities, there is sufficient
evidence to demonstrate, that Ryley can pull in the workforce necessary for a large scale
operation. The locational assets, existing business, and green technology trends position
Ryley to be a strong contender for potential commercial and clean industrial operations.

Another large hurdle for Ryley is that the Village is isolated from other municipal partners.
As a result of public negativity, other municipalities do not want to risk partnerships.
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Mitigating Public Negativity and Governance

Ryley’s isolation from municipal partners such as Beaver County and Tofield limits access
to combined economic development (Ec Dev) resources. This allows Ryley to go ahead
with Ec Dev on its own terms, without the slower movement of larger bureaucratic
systems.

Step One - Understand our current partners’ needs. It may be easier to help local
organizations grow to employ more people than attract new investment.

Step Two - Meet with potential provincial and federal government representatives to find
the best Ec Dev grants and other supports that meet the needs and opportunities that
Ryley presents.

Step Three - Go directly to private partners that are known to be growing in their industry.

Step Four - Advertise to the types of businesses we want to attract.

The question businesses will have about the current public negativity is “will it harm their
business.” This will vary depending on the particular business experience, and risk factors
such as noise, odour, dust and so on. The other factor they will look at is the manner in
which Administration manages the public negativity. Most certainly, current public
sentiments have already narrowed an already narrow field of players.
Business leaders regularly say “You can’t plan for governments, they always change.”
Business can’t plan ahead of time for each term of council. They have pain points of more
interaction with government, during initial approvals, building, start up and expansion.
Large businesses are going to look at the council that is in place now, during the potential
initial phases. The CAO and Administration will provide a sense of stability to prospective
businesses for long term operations. Bringing in provincial and possible federal partners
will also aid in negotiating for prospective businesses.

Mission
To attract high value employment for Ryley residents thereby attracting more ratepayers.

Vision
Cutting out the red tape and bureaucracy of Ec Dev while putting Ryley in charge of
attracting the businesses that fit Ryley’s needs.
Values
Leadership, stable operations, as well as business and resident trust.


